Refer to your Shop Manual for removal and installation instructions, in Section 1. Check the condition of your Windshield Seal (567), and moulding clips (015 - Lower Window Moulding Clips, 015A - Corner Moulding Clips one set of each is required). The 015 clips go on after the Front Windshield Seal has been installed. Be sure the moulding along the top and side are inserted into the rubber seal. Make sure the Corner Mouldings (15618 DS, and 15619 PS) are snapped in-place. The 2056 is installed in the center of lower mouldings (18182 & 18183 or 18194 & 18185).

Due to variations between original mouldings, you may need to bend the end of this piece slightly to get a tight fit on the outer moulding. We suggest wrapping at the jaw of a pair of pliers with masking tape to prevent scratching, then bend slowly and carefully, rechecking the fit often as you go.

Shop Manual:
1955 - 522  ---  1956 Sup. - 523  ---  1957 - 524

Also See 2057 Instructions